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 Beyond Redemption
by Michael R. Fletcher

ISBN: 9780062387035
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 512
Price: $19.99

Faith shapes the landscape, defines the laws of physics, and makes a mockery of truth. Common knowledge isn't an axiom, it's a force of nature; what the
masses believe is an axiom. But insanity is a weapon, conviction a shield. Delusions give birth to foul new gods.
Violent and dark, the world is filled with the Geisteskranken--men and women whose delusions manifest, twisting reality. High Priest Konig seeks to create
order from chaos. He defines the beliefs of his followers, leading their faith to one end: a young boy, Morgen, who must Ascend to become a god--a god they
can control.
But there are many who would see this would-be-god in their thrall, including the High Priest's own Doppels, and a Slaver no one can resist. Three
reprobates--the Greatest Swordsman in the World, a murderous Kleptic, and possibly the only sane man left--have their own nefarious plans for the young
god.
As these forces converge on the boy, there's one more obstacle: time is running out. When one's delusions become more powerful, they become harder to
control. The fate of the Geisteskranken is to inevitably find oneself in the Afterdeath. The question then is: Who will rule there?

 Cibola Burn
by James S.a. Corey

ISBN: 9780316334686
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Expanse
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 624
Price: $19.00

The explosive fourth novel in James S.A. Corey's New York Times bestselling Expanse series.
Now a Syfy Original series, coming December 2015!
ENTER A NEW FRONTIER.
"An empty apartment, a missing family, that's creepy. But this is like finding a military base with no one on it. Fighters and tanks idling on the runway with
no drivers. This is bad juju. Something wrong happened here. What you should do is tell everyone to leave."
The gates have opened the way to a thousand new worlds and the rush to colonize has begun. Settlers looking for a new life stream out from humanity's
home planets. Ilus, the first human colony on this vast new frontier, is being born in blood and fire. 
Independent settlers stand against the overwhelming power of a corporate colony ship with only their determination, courage, and the skills learned in the
long wars of home. Innocent scientists are slaughtered as they try to survey a new and alien world. The struggle on Ilus threatens to spread all the way back
to Earth. 
James Holden and the crew of his one small ship are sent to make peace in the midst of war and sense in the midst of chaos. But the more he looks at it, the
more Holden thinks the mission was meant to fail. 
And the whispers of a dead man remind him that the great galactic civilization that once stood on this land is gone. And that something killed it. 

The Expanse (soon to be a major Syfy Channel television series)Leviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibo ...
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 A Crown for Cold Silver

by Alex Marshall

ISBN: 9780316277983
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 656
Price: $29.00

"It was all going so nicely, right up until the massacre."
Twenty years ago, feared general Cobalt Zosia led her five villainous captains and mercenary army into battle, wrestling monsters and toppling an empire.
When there were no more titles to win and no more worlds to conquer, she retired and gave up her legend to history. 
Now the peace she carved for herself has been shattered by the unprovoked slaughter of her village. Seeking bloody vengeance, Zosia heads for battle once
more, but to find justice she must confront grudge-bearing enemies, once-loyal allies, and an unknown army that marches under a familiar banner.
FIVE VILLAINS. ONE LEGENDARY GENERAL. A FINAL QUEST FOR VENGEANCE.

 The Grace of Kings
by  Ken Liu

ISBN: 9781481424271
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Dandelion Dynasty
Publisher: Saga Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 640
Price: $34.00

Two men rebel together against tyranny--and then become rivals--in this first sweeping book of an epic fantasy series from Ken Liu, recipient of Hugo,
Nebula, and World Fantasy awards.Wily, charming Kuni Garu, a bandit, and stern, fearless Mata Zyndu, the son of a deposed duke, seem like polar
opposites. Yet, in the uprising against the emperor, the two quickly become the best of friends after a series of adventures fighting against vast conscripted
armies, silk-draped airships, and shapeshifting gods. Once the emperor has been overthrown, however, they each find themselves the leader of separate
factions--two sides with very different ideas about how the world should be run and the meaning of justice. Fans of intrigue, intimate plots, and action will
find a new series to embrace in the Dandelion Dynasty.

 The Invasion of the Tearling
A Novel
by Erika Johansen

ISBN: 9780062410818
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Queen of the Tearling, The
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-06-09
Pages: 528
Price: $21.99

In this riveting sequel to the national bestseller The Queen of the Tearling, the evil kingdom of Mortmesne invades the Tearling, with dire consequences for
Kelsea and her realm.With each passing day, Kelsea Glynn is growing into her new responsibilities as Queen of the Tearling. By stopping the shipments of
slaves to the neighboring kingdom of Mortmesne, she crossed the Red Queen, a brutal ruler whose power derives from dark magic, who is sending her
fearsome army into the Tearling to take what is hers. And nothing can stop the invasion.But as the Mort army draws ever closer, Kelsea develops a
mysterious connection to a time before the Crossing, and she finds herself relying on a strange and possibly dangerous ally: a woman named Lily, fighting
for her life in a world where being female can feel like a crime. The fate of the Tearling --and that of Kelsea's own soul--may rest with Lily and her story, but
Kelsea may not have enough time to find out.In this dazzling sequel, Erika Johansen brings back favorite characters, including the Mace and the Red Queen,
and introduces unforgettable new players, adding exciting layers to her multidimensional tale of magic, mystery, and a fierce young heroine.
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 The Lost Fleet

Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan
by Jack Campbell

ISBN: 9780425260548
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lost Fleet, The
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

"One of the best military science fiction series on the market," (Monsters and Critics) The Lost Fleet delivers thrilling combat on a grand space opera scale.
Now, Admiral John "Black Jack" Geary embarks on a brand new mission--to defend the Alliance from itself--in New York Times bestselling author Jack
Campbell's latest action-packed novel...

Two Syndicate World star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of warships--a fleet controlled entirely by artificial intelligence--that is now
targeting Alliance space. The warships are no mystery to Geary. They were developed by his government to ensure security, but malfunctioned. If the
Syndics learn the truth, the war with the Alliance will resume with a vengeance. 

As the government attempts to conceal the existence of the A.I. warships--and its role in their creation--Geary pursues them, treading a fine line between
mutiny and obedience. But it soon becomes clear that his fleet is no match for the firepower of the machine-piloted armada.

With the help of the Dancer species of aliens, Geary has tracked the A.I. ships to their secret base in the supposedly mythical Unity Alternate star system
where his fleet, the last hope of the Alliance's future, will end the conflict at any cost...

 Nemesis Games
by James S.a. Corey

ISBN: 9780316217583
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Expanse
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 544
Price: $30.00

The fifth novel in James S.A. Corey's New York Times bestselling Expanse series.
Now a Syfy Original series, coming December 2015!
A thousand worlds have opened, and the greatest land rush in human history has begun. As wave after wave of colonists leave, the power structures of the
old solar system begin to buckle.
Ships are disappearing without a trace. Private armies are being secretly formed. The sole remaining protomolecule sample is stolen. Terrorist attacks
previously considered impossible bring the inner planets to their knees. The sins of the past are returning to exact a terrible price. 
And as a new human order is struggling to be born in blood and fire, James Holden and the crew of the Rocinante must struggle to survive and get back to
the only home they have left.

The Expanse (soon to be a major Syfy Channel television series)Leviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola BurnNemesis Games
The Expanse Short Fiction The Butcher of Anderson StationGods of RiskThe Churn
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 The Queen of the Tearling

A Novel
by Erika Johansen

ISBN: 9780062290380
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Queen of the Tearling, The
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 464
Price: $15.99

A young woman.
A kingdom.
An evil enemy.
A birthright foretold . . . 
With the arrival of her nineteenth birthday, Princess Kelsea Raleigh Glynn is ascending to her rightful place as the new Queen of the Tearling. Surrounded
by enemies, including an evil sorceress possessed of dark magic, the young ruler stands little chance of success. But Kelsea possesses fearsome weapons of
her own, including the Tear sapphire, a jewel of immense power and magic. As an epic war draws near, Kelsea's quest to save her kingdom and meet her
destiny begins--a wondrous journey of self-discovery and a trial by fire that will make her a legend...if she can survive.

 Spellstorm
by Ed Greenwood

ISBN: 9780786965717
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Forgotten Realms
Publisher: Wizards of the Coast
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

Rumors race around Cormyr regarding the mythical Lost Spell, a powerful enchantment designed centuries ago by the presumed dead god of spells--a spell
long thought lost to the ages. Found by some magic-less merchant, rumor has it the Lost Spell is to be auctioned off to the highest bidder.
 
It is a powerful lure, and archwizards of every stripe descend upon the merchant, only to be trapped with him inside his manor by a vicious
spellstorm--escape impossible, and their magic useless with the interference from the storm. 
 
Moreover--they find themselves faced with the infamous Elminster of Shadowdale, who claims he's just there to decide who gets the Lost Spell, but who
clearly has an agenda of his own.
 
But before Elimster can put whatever plan he has in motion, archwizards start dying.
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 Tracker

A Foreigner Novel
by  C J Cherryh

ISBN: 9780756409098
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Foreigner
Publisher: DAW
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 416
Price: $28.95

Tracker is the sixteenth installment of CJ Cherryh's acclaimed Foreigner series.

It's been a year of upheaval, since Bren Cameron's return from space--a year when he and the aiji-dowager, one of his most powerful atevi allies, returned
home from their two-year interstellar mission to find the government overthrown and their world in chaos. 
  
 Now, at last, things are calming down; the Assassins' Guild is functioning again, working out its internal difficulties, and Bren is settling back into his
routine: not as Lord of the Heavens; not--to his regret--as Lord of Najida peninsula, where his leisure estate is located; but as paidhi-aiji, an official in the
atevi court. 
  
 His current ambition is to keep himself and his bodyguard out of harm's way, and to shepherd the aiji-dowager's daring new trade agreement through the
appropriate legislative committees. Combined with Tabini-aiji's recent appointment of his young son Cajeiri as his official heir, Bren's workload is
challenging, but at least things on the atevi world seem to be on the right track. 
  
 Something is coming, however, quietly, stealthily, just the first ominous twinkle of a new star in the heavens....

 Unbound
Magic Ex Libris: Book Three
by Jim C. Hines

ISBN: 9780756409685
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Magic Ex Libris
Publisher: DAW
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 352
Price: $27.95

For five hundred years, the Porters have concealed the existence of magic from the world.

Now, old enemies have revealed the Porters’ secrets, and an even greater threat lurks in the shadows. The would-be queen Meridiana, banished for a
thousand years, has returned in the body of a girl named Jeneta Aboderin. She seeks an artifact created by Pope Sylvester II, a bronze prison that would grant
her the power to command an army of the dead. Michigan librarian Isaac Vainio is powerless to stop her, having been stripped of his power and his place
among the Porters by Johannes Gutenberg himself. But Isaac is determined to regain his magic and to rescue his former student Jeneta. With no magic of his
own, Isaac must delve into the darker side of black-market magic, where he will confront beings better left undisturbed, including the sorcerer Juan Ponce de
Leon.

With his loyal fire-spider Smudge, dryad warrior Lena Greenwood, and psychiatrist Nidhi Shah, Isaac races to unravel a mystery more than a thousand years
old as competing magical powers battle to shape the future of the world. He will be hunted by enemies and former allies alike, and it will take all his
knowledge and resourcefulness to survive as magical war threatens to spread across the globe. Isaac’s choices will determine the fate of his friends, the
Porters, the students of Bi Sheng, and the world.

Only one thing is certain: even if he finds a way to restore his magic, he can’t save them all.
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 Uprooted

by  Naomi Novik

ISBN: 9780804179034
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 448
Price: $29.95

Naomi Novik, author of the New York Times bestselling and critically acclaimed Temeraire novels, introduces a bold new world rooted in folk stories and
legends, as elemental as a Grimm fairy tale.

"Every so often you come upon a story that seems like a lost tale of Grimm newly come to light. Uprooted is such a novel. Its narrative spell is confidently
wrought and sympathetically cast. I might even call it bewitching."--Gregory Maguire, bestselling author of Wicked and Egg & Spoon
  
 "Our Dragon doesn't eat the girls he takes, no matter what stories they tell outside our valley. We hear them sometimes, from travelers passing through.
They talk as though we were doing human sacrifice, and he were a real dragon. Of course that's not true: he may be a wizard and immortal, but he's still a
man, and our fathers would band together and kill him if he wanted to eat one of us every ten years. He protects us against the Wood, and we're grateful, but
not that grateful."
  
 Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright shining river. But the corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent
power, and its shadow lies over her life.
  
 Her people rely on the cold, driven wizard known only  ...

 Visions
The Cainsville Series
by Kelley Armstrong

ISBN: 9780307360564
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 480
Price: $17.95

In the #1 national bestseller and second book in Kelley Armstrong's exciting new Cainsville series, Olivia's newly discovered power to read omens leads to
the discovery of a gruesome crime with troubling connections to her hometown.
     Omens, the first installment in Kelley Armstrong's Cainsville series, introduced Olivia Taylor-Jones, daughter of notorious serial killers, and Gabriel
Walsh, the self-serving, morally ambiguous lawyer who became her unlikely ally. Together, they chased down a devious killer and partially cleared her
parents of their horrifying crimes.
     Their success, however, is short lived. While Olivia takes refuge in the old, secluded town of Cainsville, Gabriel's past mistakes come to light, creating a
rift between them just when she needs his help the most.
     Olivia finds a dead woman in her car, dressed to look like her, but the body vanishes before anyone else sees it. Olivia's certain it's another omen, a sign
of impending danger. But then she learns that a troubled young woman with a connection to Cainsville went missing just days earlier--the same woman
Olivia found dead in her car. Someone has gone to great lengths to kill and leave this young woman as a warning. But why? And what role has Olivia's new
home played in this disturbing murder? 
     Olivia's effort to uncover the truth places her in the crosshairs of old and powerful forces, forces that have their own agenda, and closely guarded secrets
they don't want revealed.

Book 2 in the Cainsville series.
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 When the Heavens Fall

The Chronicle of the Exile, Book One
by Marc Turner

ISBN: 9780765337122
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Chronicles of the Exile
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 544
Price: $32.50

If you pick a fight with Shroud, Lord of the Dead, you had better ensure your victory, else death will mark only the beginning of your suffering.A book
giving its wielder power over the dead has been stolen from a fellowship of mages that has kept the powerful relic dormant for centuries. The thief, a crafty,
power-hungry necromancer, intends to use the Book of Lost Souls to resurrect an ancient race and challenge Shroud for dominion of the underworld. Shroud
counters by sending his most formidable servants to seize the artifact at all cost.However, the god is not the only one interested in the Book, and a host of
other forces converge, drawn by the powerful magic that has been unleashed. Among them is a reluctant Guardian who is commissioned by the Emperor to
find the stolen Book, a troubled prince who battles enemies both personal and political, and a young girl of great power, whose past uniquely prepares her for
an encounter with Shroud. The greatest threat to each of their quests lies not in the horror of an undead army but in the risk of betrayal from those closest to
them. Each of their decisions comes at a personal cost and will not only affect them, but also determine the fate of their entire empire.

 Tesseracts Eighteen
Wrestling With Gods
by Liana-ed. Kerzner

ISBN: 9781770530683
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Tesseracts
Publisher: EDGE Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 272
Price: $15.95

"Fantastic elements are integral to all faiths -- gods, fantastic creatures, miracles, blessings, power and magic," says co-editor Jerome Stueart, Faith in
Science Fiction college professor and author. "We are happy to continue that tradition in this unique and thought-provoking anthology with works by some
of Canada's finest speculative fiction authors.""Wrestling with Gods (Tesseracts Eighteen) is the first in the long-standing Tesseracts series to explore faith
and religion in Science Fiction and Fantasy," says co-editor Liana Kerzner. "We challenged our authors to create characters who wrestled with faith -- any
faith, real or created for the story -- who both believed and yet doubted, or who went back and forth between the two."According to Stueart, "Wrestling has
always been a pat of faith. Jacob wrestled with an angel in the night, earning him the name "Israel", which means "struggles with god." Buddha wrestled, and
the hero of the Mahabharata wrestled too."The stories and peoms published in Wrestling with Gods (Tesseracts Eighteen) are as diverse as the influences that
inspired them, real and imagined, from this world and beyond."Some of the works are serious", says Kerzner, "Some are fantastical and humorous. All are
thought provoking."The fantastical characters featured within the works of the anthology include:A mechanical android Jesus in a futuristic Shinto shrine, a
Muslim woman trying to get closer to Allah through surgery, a pro-fighter trying to get out of his contract and into Nirvana, a Catholic priest verifying an
appearance of Fatima on Mars, an African village both fearful and dependent on the Scorched Man to guide the dead, a vampire in a Residential School, and
a woman who talks to a coy mermaid about theology while teaching her to read... These are just a few of the 25 unique and thought-provoking offerings that
give readers a chance to see faith from the believer and the skeptic in worlds where what you believe is a matter of life, death, and afterlife.According to
Rev. Sharon Sheffield, Episcopal priest, long-time speculative fiction fan, "This anthology has confirmed my belief that some of the best theological writing
is happening in the science fiction and fantasy genres. Who are we? Do gods -- o ...
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